
 

 

REVIEW FOR THE FIRST TERM TEST 

(English 10) 

School year: 2019 – 2020            

Scope: Unit 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

*Language focus: 

- vowels, consonant clusters 

- Tenses of verbs (present simple, present continuous, past simple, past continuous, present perfect, future simple, 

be going to) 

- verb forms (to-infinitives, bare infinitives and V- ing) 

- compound sentences 

- passive voice 

- Adjective suffixes:-ed, -ing,- ful, -less 

*Exercises: 

A. PHẦN TRẮC NGHIỆM: 

 

I. PHONETICS 

 Pronunciation: Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the 

others. 

1. A. composer  B. solo   C. post    D. love 

2.A. psychologist B. duty C. laundry  D. grocery 

3. A. smartphone B.fastener C.portable  D. costly 

4.A. meaningful B. finance C. society  D. advice 

5.A. breadwinner B. heavy C. break  D. instead 

6.A. excited B. talented C. supported  D. watched 

7.A. performed B. launched C. promised  D. talked 

8.A. donation   B. charity  C. attachment   D. character 

9.A. overspent   B. achievement C. environment  D. movement 

10.A. hopeless   B. endless   C. success   D. harmless 

11. A. volunteer  B. cheerful   C. needy   D. career 

12.A. generous  B. develop   C. video   D. inventor 

13.A. processor  B. conserve  C. tourism   D. assignment 

14.A. determine  B. versatile  C. dynamite   D. profile 

15.A.fabric   B.laptop  C.advantage   D. imitate 

16. A. brown   B. sociable   C. incredible   D. comb 

17. A. chore   B. purchase   C. psychology  D. cheerful 

18. A. ungrateful  B. generation   C. garden   D. glance 

19. A. cleans   B. cooks   C. hopes   D. invents  

20. A. burden   B. sister   C. nervous   D. nurture 

21. A. disease   B. treatment   C. increase   D. breath 

22. A. comfort   B. harmony   C. promote   D. originate 

23. A. shellfish  B. sugar   C. seasoning   D. pressure 

24. A. thankful  B. breathe   C. therapy   D. breath 

25. A. contest   B. best    C. rest    D. biggest 

26. A. band   B. many   C. thank   D. fan 

27. A. winner   B. nominate   C. frank   D. explain 

28. A.  educate  B. lately   C. accurate   D. date 

29. A. spelling   B. walking   C. announce   D. banking 

30. A. debate   B. private   C. translate   D. celebrate 

 

 Stress: Choose the word whose stress is placed differently from that of the others. 



 

 

31. A. interest B. bookshelf C. waterfall  D. transportation 

32.A. donation B. society C. comfort  D. psychology 

33.A. contribution B. disadvantaged C. announcement   D. individual 

34.A. incredible  B. advice C. successful   D. audience 

35.A. understand B. newspaper C. volunteer   D. interact 

36.A. enormous  B. vulnerable C. contribute   D. exactly 

37.A. homeless B. needy C. charity  D. remote 

38.A. excited B. irregular C. attachment  D. talent 

39.A. priority   B. ability  C. community  D. disadvantage 

40.A. volunteer  B. passionate  C. handicapped  D. cultural 

41.A. disabled   B. helpful  C. obvious   D. creative 

42. A. professor  B. digital  C.laundry   D. imitate 

43. A. rubbish   B. household  C. disease   D. system 

44. A. allow   B. nervous  C. request   D. promote 

45. A. skeleton  B. intestine  C. grandparent   D. similar 

46. A. vulnerable  B. enormous  C. critical   D. benefit 

47. A. husband  B. brother  C. vessel   D. effect 

48. A. solution   B. equally  C. parenting   D. grocery 

49. A. problem  B. include  C. burden   D. woman 

50. A. family   B. activity  C. contribute   D. together 

51. A. device   B. common  C. soreness   D. body 

52. A. contestant  B. routine  C. consist   D. laundry 

53. A. territory  B. nominate    C. entertainment  D. franchise 

54. A. adore   B. achievement   C. composer   D. passionate 

55. A. community  B. development   C. experience  D. education 

56. A. competition  B. system    C. format   D. debut 

57. A. independent  B. university    C. contribution  D. responsibility 

58. A.  improvement  B. dedicated    C. professional  D. concerned 

59. A. opinion   B. award    C. instrument   D. performance 

60. A. volunteer  B. exciting    C. activity   D. position 

II. MULTIPLE CHOICE 

 Choose the best option to complete the following sentences. 
61. The………………is the main controller of the nervous system. 

A. skull  B. brain  C. heart  D. head 

62. The...............system of the body lets us break down the food. 

A. digest  B. digesting  C. digested  D. digestive 

63. The heart and .............................vessels belong to the circulatory system. 

A. bleed  B. blood  C. bleeding  D. bleeded  

64. The skeletal system, which is made up of ............., supports the body and protects the organs. 

A. bone  B. bony  C. bones  D. boned 

65. The common side ……………….of this kind of medicine are feeling dizzy and vomiting. 

A. effect  B. effects  C. affect  D. affects 

66. A.................................is a member of the family who manages the home and raises children. 

A. home-builder B. home-doer  C. home winner D. homemaker 

67. It’s my father who usually does the heavy............................ 

A. lift   B. lifter  C. lifting  D. lifts 

68. My main responsibility in the family is to do the laundry. 

A. do the shopping B. do the cooking C. wash the dishes D. wash the clothes 

69. She has to take care...............her younger brother when her parents are away. 

A. of   B. with   C. for   D. about 

70. A nuclear family is a two-generation family which consists..................parents and children. 



 

 

A. in   B. of   C. by   D. with 

71. She has an exceptional ability. It means she is a………….... 

A. devotee  B. enthusiast   C. talent  D. idol 

72. …………….. means a performance by a single singer. 

A. Solo  B. Clip   C. Contest  D. Extract 

73. Viet Nam Idol is a(n)………………program. 

A. origin  B. franchise  C. original  D. franchised 

74. ………..is a kind of music in which traditional songs and music passed from generation to the next. 

A. ballad  B. folk music  C. pop music  D. rock 

75. Someone that is adored, maybe blindly, by crazy fans is a(n)………….. 

A. singer  B. actor  C. idol    D. programmer 

76. One of the most obvious reasons why people volunteer is because they find something they are passionate about. A. 

clear B. unclear  C. important  D. fortunate 

77. The public service announcement called……… volunteers to donate time to look after sick people in the local hospital.

 A. for   B. of   C. at   D. to 

78. We should improve facilities for people who are physically……….. 

A. handicap  B. disadvantage C. advantaged   D. handicapped 

79. The father typically works outside the home while the mother is ..........domestic duties such as homemaking and raising 

children. 

A. suitable for  B. capable of  C. responsible for  D. aware of 

80. I really need some urgent methods to………....some bad habits. 

A. kick  B. remember  C. give on   D. get rid 

81. It’s another name for the backbone. It is............ . 

A. leg   B. spine  C. brain   D. pump 

82. The teen singer is old enough……………………up his own mind. 

A. make  B. to make  C. making   D. made 

83. Our school volunteer activities are very ………………….. 

A. exciting  B. excited  C. excite   D. excitement 

84. When you do something good for others, you will find your life ……... 

 A. meaningless B. hopeless C. harmful  D. meaningful 

85. We all feel ……….. about going on tours around Hanoi.  

 A. interested B. excited B. bored  D. tired 

86. Doing volunteer work, we are more……….. of global problems facing our world. 

 A. aware B. devote C. communicate   D. dedicate 

87. - “What do you think of this song?”      - “It sounds …………... I don’t like it” 

 A. interested B. bored C. boring  D. interesting 

88. Yesterday I got to the station late, but ……………, the train was late, too. 

 A. fortunately B. fortunate C. unfortunate D.unfortunately 

89. Teaching English is a great example of a volunteer job that often .................a career. 
A. leads to   B. leads up  C. turns   D. turns into 

90. People who volunteer in their community have a personal ..................to the area and want to make it a better place for 

themselves and for others. 

A. interest   B. passion  C. attachment  D. attraction 

91. …… is the controller of the body. Led by the brain and nerves, it allows us to move, talk and feel emotions. 

 A. Circulatory system  B. Digestive system  

 C. Nervous system  D. Skeletal system 

92. I often ……………….. at the market near her house. 

 A. clean the house B. shop for groceries C. do the cooking  D. feed the cat 

93. “Suoi Mo”, the debut album by Trinh Cong Son, is sweet and gentle. 

 A. first B. second C. third  D. new 

94. Retinal implants are meant to partially restore vision to people who have lost their…………… 

A. view   B. scene  C. scenery   D. sight 

95. In less than a decade you will carry a…………………….laser pen capable of healing wounds. 

A. readable  B. comfortable  C. portable   D. able 



 

 

96. People join and volunteer……they believe the cause is right, and this is the highest level of motivation.  A. 

or  B. because  C. so   D. but 

97. As a volunteer, you participate in helping our society to…..the needs of people from all walks of life. 

A. require  B. meet  C. see   D. catch 

98. If we cannot now end our………, at least we can help make the world safe for………( US President John F. Kennedy) 

A. different  - diverse    B. differences – diversity 

C. difference – diverse    D. different – diversity 

99. - Jenny: “Thank you very much for your donation, Mr. Robinson.”  - Mr. Robinson: “………….”  

A. Delighted I was able to help  B. I see.  

C. You are right     D. You can say that again.  

100.  Ann: “Do you need any help?”       Kate: “…………...” 

A. No, thanks. I can manage B. I haven’t got a clue 

C. That’s all for now D. That’s fine by me 

101. Mr. Smith is ____ old customer and ____ honest man. 

A. An/ the   B. the/ an   C. an/ an   D. the/ the  

102. ____ youngest boy has just started going to ____ school.  

A. a/ x    B. x/ the   C. an/ x   D. the/ x  

103. At first, Microsoft had ____ hyphen in the name "Micro-soft", ____ combination of microcomputer and 

____ software.  

A. a - the - a   B. a - a - X   C. the - the - X  D. X - a - the  
104.On _______ Internet and with cable television we can select information from _______ wide variety of sources. 

a. the / a    b. an / the   c. the / Ø   d. Ø / the  

V. MISTAKES 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions. 

105. Her passion for helping people have motivated her to found her own charity organization.  

 A                             B                      C                  D       

106. The teacher asked him whyhadn’t he done his homework, but he said nothing. 

      A             B                          C                D       

107. I think your garden needs to weed and you had better do it right now. 

A                               B                      C                D       

108.Listen! Someone sings in the next room. Can you hear her? 

   A                         B                  C                               D    

109.Whatis she doing? – She is a shop assistant. 

   A         B                        C             D        

110. I am often helpwith the laundries and the washing-up. 

A      B              C                          D 

111. I am looking after my younger sister whenever my parents go out. 

         A            B                    C                                                 D 

112. We split the houseworks equally and we are always willing to do our shares. 

        A               B                                      C                            D 

113. What does he do? – He is trying to mend the picture frame in his room. 

                 A                                    B                       C               D           

114. My sister and I make turns laying the table for meals. 

           A              B                 C                         D      

115. I need to fix the broken chair. Are you going to help me, John? 

            A               B                               C                            D  

116. It’s been decided that we will gofor an excursiontogether next weekend. 



 

 

            A                              B                    C                D       

117. Don’t worry, honey. Everythingis going to be ok. 

A                 B            C                    D    

118.The teacher asked the students tofinishing their essays at home. 

A                            B        C                            D    

119.Peter isn’t passing the exam. He hasn’t doneany work for it. 

A                                            B     C               D    

120.If the exercise has complicated movements as dance steps, the brain produces more nerve connections. 

                 A                        B                             C                                                       D       

121.Walking 4 or 5 miles an hour for 45 minutes 5 times a week help you to live longer. 

                       A               B                                                              C             D       

122.The blues is a kind of folk music that is sad often and is usually about love and the problems of life. 

                A                              B             C                                D       

123.Do you get annoying if your parents ask you to help out in your free time? 

                       A                                        B                C         D       

124.He has donea lot of records and his first record was called “How long”. 

                A           B                                 C                   D       

125.Although she had no money herself, she succeeded in building schools for poor. 

                                    A                 B                    C                                               D       

126.We only had a five-weeks-summer holiday, and we had to come backfor the new school year. 

   A                B                                                             C         D       

127.In our city, there are thousands of homeless people with a roof over their heads and food to eat. 

                                 A                                          B                C                        D       

128.Ngoc is always very busy. She is practises violin regularly. 

                A                B                    C                        D       

129.We can’tplay golf. It rainsoutside. 

       A       B                  C        D       

 

VI. READING 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A. B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits 

each of the numbered blanks. 

A YEAR WITH OVERSEAS VOLUNTEERS 

I was with Overseas Volunteers (OV) for a year after leaving university, and I was sent to an isolated 

village in Chad, about 500 kilometres from the capital N'Djamena. Coming from a (130) ____ country, I got quite 

a shock, as conditions were much harder than I had expected. But after a few days, I got used to (131) ____ there. 

The people were always very friendly and helpful, and I soon began to appreciate how beautiful the countryside 

was. 

One of my jobs was to supply the village (132) ____ water. The well was a long walk away, and the women used 

to spend a long time every day (133) ____ heavy pots backwards and forwards. So I contacted the organisation and 

arranged to have some pipes delivered. (134) ____ these pipes were not really perfect, they still made a great 

difference to the villagers. 

All in all, I think my time with OV was a good experience. Although it was not paid, it was well worth doing and I 

would recommend it to anyone who was considering working for a charity. 

130.A. rich  B. comfortable  C. well-paid  D. luxurious 

131.A. lived B. living   C. lived  D. lively 

132.A. for  B. on    C. with   D. from 

133.A. carrying B. wearing    C. holding  D. drinking 

134.A. If  B. Because   C. When  D. Although 



 

 

 

Read the passage, and choose the correct answer A, B, C or D for each question. 

Family types vary in different countries and among different cultures. In Western, industrialized societies, the 

nuclear family ranks as the most common family type. It consists of a father, a mother and their children. But 

nuclear families exist together with many other types of family units. In the single-parent family, for example, a 

mother or a father heads the family alone. A blended family is formed when a divorced or widowed parent 

remarries. As divorce rates have risen, the number of single-parent and blended families has increased. 

In many parts of the world, parents and children live together with other family members under the same roof. 

These complex families usually contain several generations of family members, including grandparents, parents 

and children. They may also include brothers or sisters and their families, uncles, aunts and cousins. Even when 

relatives do not live together, they still consider themselves members of the same extended family includes 

grandparents, uncles, aunts and cousins. 

135. The nuclear family ranks as the most common family type ________ .  

A. in many industrialized countries  B.in countries with nuclear weapons 

C. that consists of more than two generations  D. that leads to the divorce of parents 

136. In the single-parent family, _______________________ . 

A. there are often no children    

B. only one parent lives with his or her child or children 

C. the number of blended children has increased  

D. children live with their grandparents 

137. Grandparents, parents and children are mentioned as __________ . 

A. the three typical generations of an extended family  B. three branches of a family tree 

C. the closest and happiest relatives in family units   D. a complex combination 

138. The second paragraph is about _______. 

A. American culture                               B. relatives and family members 

C. the relationship between family members    D. the extended family 

139. The word “blended” in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to __________ . 

A. complex B. married C. mixed D.formal 

 

---------------------------- Hết -------------------------- 


